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The Influence of Cognitive Performance on Musculoskeletal Injury Risk: A Systematic 1 
Review 2 
Background: While a large number of studies have investigated the anatomical, hormonal, and 3 
biomechanical risk factors related to musculoskeletal injury risk, there is growing evidence to 4 
suggest that cognition is also an important injury contributor in the athletic population.  A 5 
systematic review of the available evidence regarding the influence of cognitive performance on 6 
MSK injury risk has yet to be published in the sports medicine literature. 7 
Purpose/Hypothesis: To determine the effects of cognition on 1) musculoskeletal biomechanics 8 
during sports-specific tasks, and 2) musculoskeletal injury occurrence in the athletic population.  9 
It was hypothesized that athletes with lower cognitive performance would demonstrate 10 
biomechanical patterns suggestive of musculoskeletal injury risk and that injured athletes 11 
perform worse on baseline measures of cognition compared to non-injured counterparts.  12 
Study Design: Systematic review. 13 
Methods: PubMed and SPORTDiscus were searched from January 2000 to January 2020.  14 
Manual searches were performed on the reference lists of the included studies.  A search of the 15 
literature was performed for studies published in English that reported musculoskeletal 16 
biomechanics as a function of cognitive performance and musculoskeletal injury occurrence 17 
following baseline measures of cognition.  Two independent reviewers extracted pertinent study 18 
data in accordance with PRISMA guidelines and assessed study quality using the Quality 19 
Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies from the National 20 
Institutes of Health.  A meta-analysis was not performed due to the heterogenous nature of the 21 
included study designs.  22 
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Results: 10 studies (4 cognition-musculoskeletal biomechanics, 6 cognition-musculoskeletal 23 
injury) met inclusion criteria.  All four of the included cognition-musculoskeletal biomechanics 24 
studies demonstrated that worse performance on measures of cognition was associated with 25 
lower extremity musculoskeletal biomechanical patterns suggestive of greater risk for 26 
musculoskeletal injury.  The majority of the included cognition-musculoskeletal injury studies 27 
demonstrated that injured athletes significantly differed on baseline cognition measures versus 28 
matched controls, or that cognitive performance was a significant predictor for subsequent 29 
musculoskeletal injury.  30 
Conclusion: Although the literature exploring cognitive contributions to musculoskeletal injury 31 
risk is still in its infancy, it is suggested that sports medicine personnel conduct baseline 32 
assessments of cognition (in particular, reaction time and working memory) to identify which 33 
athletes may be at elevated risk for future musculoskeletal injury.  34 
Keywords: cognition; reaction time; lower extremity injury; musculoskeletal biomechanics 35 
What is known about the subject: Injuries that temporarily impair cognitive function, such as 36 
sports-related concussion, have been recently associated with greater risk for subsequent 37 
musculoskeletal injuries.  Baseline cognitive assessments are common in the sports medicine 38 
field for concussion management, however, recent evidence suggests additional clinical utility 39 
for identifying athletes at future risk for other sports-related injuries.  Given that dynamic 40 
sporting environments impose temporal and space constraints on competitors, adequate cognitive 41 
functioning (i.e., reaction time, working memory) is imperative for proper decision-making to 42 
avoid injurious situations.  43 
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What this study adds to existing knowledge: Presently, the sports medicine literature has yet to 44 
systematically review the influences of cognitive performance on musculoskeletal injury risk in 45 
competitive athletes.  We sought to identify whether cognition, measured through clinical 46 
assessments, offer utility for identifying athletes at risk for musculoskeletal injury through 47 
biomechanical assessments and injury occurrence investigations.  The results of this systematic 48 
review suggest that common clinical measurements of cognitive performance are useful for 49 




Musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries are common occurrences worldwide, particularly to 52 
active adolescents and adults participating in physical activity and sport.23  While the broad field 53 
of sports medicine has been able to identify mechanisms contributing to MSK injury, the 54 
incidence rate for these injury types are increasing steadily.30  For example, multiple 55 
epidemiologic studies suggest the rate of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstructions in 56 
adolescents increase by 2–3% annually.6,15  Significant health burdens are associated with MSK 57 
injury that may impact daily life and predispose athletes to further injury.  Prior lower extremity 58 
MSK injury has been extensively linked to future injury at the ankle, knee, and hamstrings.11  59 
Female athletes with a previous ACL injury history are 16 times more likely to re-injure the ACL 60 
versus healthy controls.25  MSK injuries also pose significant health care costs for injured 61 
athletes.  In a single metropolitan area over a 7-year study period, the estimated direct hospital 62 
costs for sports injury was $265 million, with lower extremity and knee injuries accounting for 63 
nearly one-third of total costs.10  In addition, ACL injuries in particular are a substantial 64 
economic burden, as the estimated 250,000 ACL injuries that occur annually in the United States 65 
represent $2 billion in costs related to surgical procedures and rehabilitation.5  Given the 66 
prevalence and outcomes associated with MSK injury, identifying athletes at high risk for MSK 67 
injury is crucial for sports medicine personnel. 68 
 Prior studies have focused on anatomical, hormonal, and biomechanical risk factors for 69 
MSK injury with varying degrees of success.26  However, it appears that cognition is also an 70 
important contributor to MSK injury risk.33  Athletes under high cognitive demands during 71 
sporting maneuvers demonstrate biomechanical patterns (e.g., increased landing forces and 72 
frontal plane knee motion) suggestive of greater risk for MSK injury versus tasks that do not 73 
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impose constraints on reaction time (RT) and decision-making.2  Recent investigations have 74 
demonstrated that athletes who sustain injuries associated with a temporarily altered cognitive 75 
state, such as sports-related concussion, are at an approximately two times greater risk for MSK 76 
injuries in spite of medical clearance to participate in sport.20 77 
 The majority of cognitive research in sports medicine has focused on management and 78 
outcomes related to concussive injury events.  Concussed athletes may undergo a variety of 79 
computer and/or pencil-and-paper assessments that measure RT, visuomotor speed, working 80 
memory, response inhibition, and attentional processes.28  These tools are utilized to determine if 81 
cognitive disturbance has occurred and whether an athlete has returned to pre-injury performance 82 
levels.3  Recently, several investigators have postulated that cognitive performance, even in the 83 
absence of a sports-related brain injury, is an important contributor to future injury risk.2,31,33  84 
Athletes who are unable to rapidly and accurately process environmental stimuli while 85 
simultaneously preplanning correct motor sequences may not be able to produce protective 86 
muscular forces, thus imparting high impact loads on MSK tissues that result in injury.33  87 
Therefore, it would be pertinent to assess whether specific measures of cognition utilized by 88 
sports medicine personnel are associated with MSK injury risk.  While it appears cognition is an 89 
important contributor to MSK injury, the current literature has not systematically assessed the 90 
influence of cognitive performance on MSK injury risk in the athletic population.  Thus, the 91 
primary aims of this systematic review were two-fold: (1) determine how cognition influences 92 
MSK biomechanics during sport-specific tasks (cognition-MSK biomechanics); and (2) compare 93 
baseline cognitive performance between subsequently injured and non-injured athletes 94 
(cognition-MSK injury).  We focused specifically on studies that evaluated differences in 95 
baseline cognitive performance between subsequently injured and non-injured athletes, as well as 96 
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investigations that measure MSK biomechanics as a function of cognition.  It was hypothesized 97 
that athletes with lower cognitive performance will demonstrate biomechanical patterns 98 
suggestive of MSK injury risk and that injured athletes perform worse on baseline measures of 99 





This systematic review was written in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for 105 
Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses (PRISMA).21  The project was registered prospectively 106 
on PROSPERO, and at the time of this submission was awaiting confirmation of acceptance.  107 
 108 
Search Strategy 109 
The computerized search was conducted by the study investigators.  Electronic searches in 110 
PubMed and SPORTDiscus were performed to identify relevant articles utilizing Medical 111 
Subject Headings (MeSH) terms with two concepts: Concept 1, “cognition,” “brain,” “baseline 112 
cognition,” “memory,” “reaction time”; Concept 2, “musculoskeletal injury,” “athletic injury,” 113 
“knee injury,” “ankle injury.”  Concepts were linked with the “AND” operator.  Additionally, we 114 
performed a manual search of the reference lists for each included study to identify all relevant 115 
studies.  All results from the two databases were downloaded and examined for duplicates.  116 























































Figure 1. Article selection in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for 170 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 2009 flow diagram. 171 
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searching 

























Additional records identified 
through other sources 
(n = 10) 
Records identified 
(n = 926) 
Records screened 
(n = 796) 
Records excluded 
(n = 771) 
Full-text articles assessed 
for eligibility 
(n = 26) 
Full-text articles excluded 
(n = 16) 
Studies included in 
qualitative synthesis 
(n = 10) 
Duplicate records removed 
(n = 130) 
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Selection Criteria 174 
Observational and cross-sectional studies were included in this review if they met the following 175 
criteria: (1) published between January 2000 and January 2020, (2) published in English, (3) 176 
participants were athletes at any level of competition, (4) MSK biomechanics were reported 177 
along with measures of cognition, and (5) MSK injuries were reported after measures of 178 
cognition.  Review articles were excluded.  Two authors independently reviewed titles, abstracts, 179 
and full text articles.  If a disagreement regarding inclusion occurred, a third author reviewed the 180 
article in question, and the decision was made by the majority vote.  All studies which met the 181 
inclusion criteria were included in this review.  182 
 183 
Quality Assessment 184 
The Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies from the 185 
National Institutes of Health was used to assess methodological quality for each included study.27  186 
This tool is composed of 14 items to provide a qualitative description of the study characteristics.  187 
All included studies were independently scored by two reviewers and decisions for the final 188 
score of each article were determined through consensus of the two scores.  If a disagreement 189 
regarding scoring occurred, a third author reviewed the article in question, and the decision was 190 
made by majority vote.  For all items in the assessment, the independent variable of interest was 191 
measured cognitive performance.  For item 7, a period of 365 days or 1–2 competitive seasons 192 
following the cognitive assessment was deemed a sufficient timeframe to determine the 193 






Data Extraction and Synthesis 198 
Studies were divided into two categories based on the protocols and outcomes of each study: 199 
MSK biomechanics and MSK injury occurrence.  The primary outcome of interest for MSK 200 
biomechanical studies were measured kinematic and kinetic variables associated with 201 
musculoskeletal injury (e.g., vertical ground reaction force) during sport-specific tasks (e.g., 202 
jump-landing) based upon differences in cognitive performance (i.e., group stratification 203 
between low and high cognitive performance, correlational analysis).  For MSK injury 204 
occurrence studies, the primary outcome of interest was group differences in cognitive 205 
performance between subsequently injured and non-injured athletes.  All pertinent data were 206 
extracted from the included studies, including participant demographics, cognitive 207 




A total of 926 studies were identified from the databases and additional sources.  Following the 212 
review of potential articles, 26 were full-text screened, of which 10 articles (4 cognition-MSK 213 
biomechanics, 6 cognition-MSK injury) were included in the qualitative analyses (Tables 1 and 214 
2).  Due to the heterogeneous nature of the included study designs, we were unable to perform a 215 
quantitative meta-analysis for the present review.  Therefore, our review presents a qualitative 216 
assessment of the available literature, as well as individual study characteristics and results.  217 
Included studies were prospective, retrospective, or cross-sectional designs, indicating that they 218 




TABLE 1. Cognition-MSK Biomechanics Study Characteristicsa  221 
Study Participants 











Almonroeder (2017) n = 13 with 
fast reaction 
time, age = 
20.8 ± 1.8          
n = 15 with 
slow reaction 
time, age = 
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Giesche (2020) n = 20, age = 
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Herman (2016) n = 20 (10 F, 
10 M) with 
high cognitive 
performance, 
age = 21.1 ± 
1.5                      
n = 17 (9 F, 8 
M) with low 
cognitive 
performance, 
age = 20.8 ± 
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flexion, trunk lateral 
bending, hip flexion, 
hip 
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knee flexion, knee 
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Kinetics - Peak 
vertical ground 
reaction force, peak 
proximal anterior 
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Monfort (2019) n = 15, age = 
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aF, female; male. 223 
bData are reported as mean ±SD 224 
 225 
TABLE 2. Cognition-MSK Injury Study Characteristicsa  226 
Study Participants (n, 
sex, age, 














n = 30 (18 F, 12 
M) with no 
MSK injury, age 
= 20.1 ± 1.2           
n = 36 (17 F, 19 
M) with MSK 
injury, age = 
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Faltus (2016) n = 41 (39 F, 2 
M) with no 
MSK injury, age 
= 14-17 
n = 93 (51 F, 42 
M) with MSK 
injury, age = 14-


















































Season 1: n = 72 
with no MSK 
injury, age not 
reported 
n = 41 with 
MSK injury, age 
not reported           
Season 2: n = 54 
with no MSK 
injury, age not 
reported 
n = 58 with 
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n = 80 with no 
non-contact 
ACL injury, age 
not reported 




age = 20.6 ± 1.7, 
Male age = 20.8 
± 1.1 
NCAA Division 

















































n = 53 with no 
LE MSK sprain 
or strain injury, 
age not reported 
n = 23 with LE 
MSK sprain or 






























n = 43 with no 
LE MSK injury, 
age not reported 
n = 33 with LE 




























aF, female; male. 228 






Quality Assessment: Cognition-MSK Biomechanics 233 
The quality assessment indicated that included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies ranged 234 
from 5 to 7 out of a possible 14 total items.  All of the included studies were cross-sectional 235 
designs,1,12,14,22 thus limiting the ability to analyze cognitive and MSK biomechanical behavior 236 
over time as it relates to MSK injury risk.  All included studies analyzed lower extremity MSK 237 
biomechanics during jump-landing maneuvers.1,12,14,22  Two of the included studies did not report 238 
a sample size justification,12,22 while two of the four studies did not report effect size 239 
estimates.12,14  Two studies utilized between-group statistical comparisons (i.e., high versus low 240 
cognitive performance),1,14 one study performed correlational analysis,12 and one study applied a 241 
regression model to predict MSK biomechanics as a function of cognitive performance.22  All 242 
four studies were conducted on recreational or club sport athletes, however, the age-range for 243 
participating athletes was inconsistent across studies (ages 18–40).  Two studies assessed 244 
cognition with the Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT; 245 
ImPACT Applications, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) battery,1,22 one study utilized multiple 246 
assessments (e.g., Trail-Making-Test A/B, Stoop color-word),12 and one study measured 247 
cognitive performance with the Concussion Resolution Index (HeadMinder, Inc., New York, 248 
NY, USA).14  Some authors cautioned against the generalizability of their results to athletes of 249 
higher skill14,22 and noted relatively small sample sizes.12,22  Sample sizes varied among studies, 250 







Quality Assessment: Cognition-MSK Injury 256 
The quality assessment indicated that included cognition-MSK injury studies ranged from 7 to 257 
11 out of a possible 14 total items.  Four of the included studies prospectively assessed cognitive 258 
measures and longitudinally tracked MSK injuries over a single year7 or competitive 259 
season(s),19,35,36 while two studies were retrospective chart reviews of injured versus non-injured 260 
athletes as a function of baseline cognitive performance.9,34  Sample sizes ranged from 66 261 
athletes7 to 160 athletes,34 however, none of the included studies provided a sample size 262 
justification.  Three studies dichotomized cognitive performance measures to determine optimal 263 
cut-points between injured versus non-injured athletes,19,35,36 two studies examined between-264 
group differences based on injury status,9,34 and one study utilized a sole regression-based model 265 
to predict MSK injury.7  The majority of studies were conducted on collegiate athletes,7,19,34–36 266 
three of which were specific to football,19,35,36 and one study assessed adolescent skiing and 267 
snowboarding athletes.9  Most studies measured cognitive performance with ImPACT7,9,19,34,35 268 
and one study utilized a smartboard-based device.36  One study assessed the predictability of 269 
cognitive measures for subsequent MSK injury in recently concussed athletes,7 while the other 270 
investigations were conducted on athletes free from a recent sports-related concussion.9,19,34–36  271 
Three studies tracked lower extremity MSK injuries,7,34,35 two studies tracked lower and upper 272 
extremity MSK injuries,9,36 and one study tracked lower extremity and trunk MSK injuries.19  273 
Several authors cautioned against the generalizability of their findings to non-collegiate sporting 274 
populations,7,35 as well as citing possible limitations relating to the reliability of the implemented 275 





Individual Study Results: Cognition-MSK Biomechanics 279 
All four of the included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies demonstrated, to some degree, that 280 
worse cognitive performance was associated with lower extremity MSK biomechanical patterns 281 
suggestive of greater risk for MSK injury (Table 1).  In a study of recreationally active female 282 
athletes, participants classified as ‘slow’ (>0.59 sec) or ‘fast’ (<0.52 sec) performers on the 283 
ImPACT RT module completed jump-landing maneuvers under anticipated and unanticipated 284 
conditions.1  While there were no group differences in kinematic landing parameters, it was 285 
determined that participants in the ‘slow’ RT group experienced significantly greater landing 286 
forces during both anticipatory conditions.1  Additionally, Herman and Barth14 found that male 287 
and female recreational athletes with slower RT and processing speed, measured via the 288 
Concussion Resolution Index, performed unanticipated drop-jump landings with greater ground 289 
reaction force, anterior tibial shear force, knee abduction moment, and knee abduction angle 290 
versus a cohort with better RT and processing speed.  The investigators,14 along with 291 
Almonroeder,1 concluded that their cohorts with slower RT were at greater risk for ACL injury 292 
during landing maneuvers.  While no significant associations between cognition and landing 293 
force were present during anticipated or unanticipated landing conditions for recreationally 294 
active males, Giesche et al12 reported a significant association (r = 0.48) between decreased 295 
landing stability (center-of-pressure pathlength) and the number of errors during a test of 296 
inhibitory control (Stroop color-word interference task).  The number of landing errors (landing 297 
on the wrong limb or both limbs during unplanned landings) were significantly associated with 298 
worse short-term memory (r = -0.55) and working memory (r = 0.54) on the Digit Spans 299 
Forward and Trail Making Test B tasks, respectively.12  Furthermore, the number of standing 300 
errors (landing on the correct limb but touching the ground with the contralateral limb, touching 301 
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the ground with the hands, or leaving the force platform) was associated with better verbal short-302 
term memory (r = 0.50) and working memory (r = -0.48) on the Digit Spans Backward and Trail 303 
Making Test B tasks, respectively.12  When performing a dual-task ball handling maneuver, 304 
worse visual memory score on ImPACT was the only cognitive measure significantly associated 305 
with increased knee abduction angle (r = 0.69) in collegiate club male soccer athletes.22  For 306 
every 10 unit decrease in visual memory score, there was an expected 2.1 degree increase in knee 307 
abduction angle.22  While not statistically significant, the investigators noted that visual memory 308 
score was also the strongest predictor of knee abduction moment (r = 0.46) during the same ball 309 
handling task.22 310 
 311 
Individual Study Results: Cognition-MSK Injury 312 
Among the six included studies, two investigations7,9 failed to determine group differences in 313 
cognitive performance between subsequently injured and non-injured athletes.  The remaining 314 
four studies demonstrated that injured athletes significantly differed on baseline cognition 315 
measures versus matched controls,34 or that cognitive performance was a significant predictor for 316 
subsequent MSK injury (Table 2).19,34–36  In a study of collegiate athletes, Buckley et al7 found 317 
that recently concussed athletes were 1.8 times more likely to sustain a subsequent MSK injury 318 
in the year following a concussive injury versus healthy controls.  The investigators performed 319 
regression modeling and found that clinical cognitive assessments (ImPACT, Standard 320 
Assessment of Concussion, and Clinical Reaction Time) were not significant predictors for 321 
subsequent MSK injury in the previously concussed athlete cohort.7  Relatedly, Faltus et al9 322 
found no main effects between injured and non-injured skiing/snowboarding adolescent athletes 323 
on baseline ImPACT scores.  However, significant sex by injury interactions were found for 324 
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reaction time and visuomotor speed scores; injured males demonstrated a 5.8% increase in RT 325 
and 14.4% decrease in visuomotor speed score compared to non-injured males.9  A limitation 326 
with these findings is the small sample size of non-injured males (n = 2) versus injured males (n 327 
= 42).9  In the three studies on collegiate football athletes, cognitive performance on the 328 
ImPACT19,35 and Dynavision D2 System (Dynavision International, Chester Township, OH, 329 
USA)36 were prospectively associated with MSK injury over the course of a competitive 330 
season(s).  Using receiver operating characteristics and multiple regression models of injured 331 
versus non-injured athletes, McDonald et al19 determined that ImPACT RT (season 1: ≥0.69 sec; 332 
season 2: ≥0.80 sec) and motor speed (season 2: ≤28) were among a multiple factor model that 333 
predicted MSK injury (odds ratio = 4.11 and 2.60 for season 1 and season 2, respectively).  334 
Furthermore, for athletes who sustained a season 1 MSK injury, RT (≥0.56 sec) and verbal 335 
memory (≤87) were among the significant predictors for MSK injury in season 2 (odds ratio = 336 
4.45).19  A prior investigation also demonstrated that baseline ImPACT RT (≥ 0.55 sec) was able 337 
to differentiate between college football athletes who sustained an in-season lower extremity 338 
sprain or strain versus non-injured controls (odds ratio = 2.94).35  Utilizing a visuomotor RT 339 
task, Wilkerson et al36 demonstrated that an in-season MSK injury was experienced by 52% of 340 
‘slow’ performers (RT ≥ 0.71 sec) versus 32% of ‘fast’ performers (RT ≤ 0.71 sec), with an odds 341 
ratio = 2.30.  A study of collegiate athletes who sustained a non-contact ACL injury 342 
demonstrated significantly worse baseline performance on all components of ImPACT versus 343 
matched controls.34   Interestingly, RT for the ACL-injured cohort (RT = 0.57 sec)34 was similar 344 
to the football athletes in subsequent investigations who experienced an in-season MSK injury 345 






A systematic review of the literature was conducted to determine the influence of cognitive 350 
performance on MSK injury risk via assessments of MSK biomechanical performance and MSK 351 
injury occurrence.  Our hypotheses were supported in that athletes with worse cognitive 352 
performance demonstrated biomechanical patterns suggesting greater risk for MSK injury and 353 
that subsequently injured athletes performed worse on baseline cognitive assessments compared 354 
to non-injured athletes.  Based upon the available evidence, the results of this review 355 
demonstrate that cognition is an important contributor to MSK injury risk from both a 356 
biomechanical and injury occurrence standpoint.  Of the 10 included studies, nine demonstrated 357 
that cognitive performance is related to higher risk lower extremity biomechanical 358 
patterns1,12,14,22 or increased rate of MSK injury.9,19,34–36  Furthermore, it appears that cognition 359 
has an influence on MSK injury risk for both male12,14,19,34–36 and female1,14,34 collegiate-age 360 
athletes. 361 
 Lower extremity injuries, particularly to the ACL, represent a major epidemiological 362 
concern to the sports medicine field.  While prior biomechanical studies have identified athletes 363 
at risk for future ACL injuries,16 it appears that an individual’s cognitive performance is a 364 
contributor to these high risk loading patterns, and to an extent, ACL injury risk.1,14,22  All four of 365 
the included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies noted the elevated risk for ACL-specific 366 
injuries in individuals with worse cognitive performance.1,12,14,22  While the nature of the tasks 367 
varied slightly amongst the studies, high risk knee loading patterns such as increased vertical 368 
ground reaction force,1,14 greater knee abduction angle,14,22 and decreased landing stability12 369 
were associated with low scores on measures of cognition relative to better performers.  A 370 
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strength of all four of the included MSK-biomechanical studies was the analysis of sport-specific 371 
tasks that stress cognitive resources such as perception, visuomotor processing speed, and 372 
working memory.  Monfort et al22 tasked individuals with performing a 45 degree ball-handling 373 
maneuver at maximum speeds, while the other three studies assessed jump-landing performance 374 
under unanticipated conditions.1,12,14  The temporal and space constraints implemented within 375 
these studies are realistic to a sporting environment in which performers are tasked with 376 
completing complex motor maneuvers under high cognitive loads.  From these studies, it appears 377 
that clinical measures of reaction time1,14 and working memory12,22 are pertinent to determining 378 
individuals at risk for lower extremity MSK injury.  Given that biomechanical performance 379 
during high-impact loading tasks are predictive of future MSK injury,16 it is suggested that future 380 
research continue to determine which attributes of cognition are associated with high-risk MSK 381 
biomechanics.  382 
 Of the six included cognition-MSK injury studies, five demonstrated that cognitive 383 
performance was associated (to varying degrees) with subsequent MSK injury occurrence.  The 384 
lone study that did not determine cognition as a significant predictor/differentiator for MSK 385 
injury was conducted in recently concussed athletes.7  While Buckley et al7 determined that post-386 
concussion MSK injury risk was 1.8 times higher versus non-concussed controls, ImPACT and 387 
other clinical measures of cognition failed to predict at-risk athletes.  These results are in 388 
opposition to other investigations, as ImPACT19,35 and assessments of visuomotor reaction time36 389 
have demonstrated that worse baseline cognitive performance results in a higher likelihood for 390 
subsequent MSK injury.  Specific to the ACL, collegiate athletes who sustained a non-contact 391 
ACL injury performed significantly worse on all ImPACT components.34  It should be noted that 392 
Buckley et al7 hypothesized that cognitive performance would be predictive of MSK injury in 393 
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their concussed cohort, therefore, it is presently unclear as to why the study results did not align 394 
with this hypothesis.  Nonetheless, it appears there is clinical utility in utilizing cognitive 395 
assessments for prospectively identifying athletes at future risk for MSK injury.  Athletes with 396 
worse performance on reaction time9,19,34–36 and visuomotor speed19,34 assessments were more 397 
likely to sustain MSK injuries, therefore it is suggested that valid and reliable testing batteries 398 
specific to these cognitive measures be conducted prior to a competitive season.    399 
 400 
Clinical Implications 401 
Sports medicine personnel typically administer cognitive assessments as part of a concussion 402 
management program to monitor recovery trajectories and determine when it is appropriate for a 403 
recently concussed athlete to initiate a return-to-sport protocol.18  The results of this systematic 404 
review suggest that cognitive performance on common clinical assessments can identify athletes 405 
at risk for future MSK injury.  The literature to date examining lower extremity MSK 406 
biomechanics suggests that worse cognitive performance is associated with high-risk joint 407 
loading patterns,1,12,14,22 while MSK risk factor studies have retrospectively9,34 and 408 
prospectively19,35,36 determined that cognition is a significant contributor to subsequent MSK 409 
injury.  While experienced clinicians may be able to identify low baseline cognitive 410 
performance, testing batteries such as ImPACT include normative data to make appropriate age- 411 
and sex-comparisons17 for identifying athletes that demonstrate low percentile performance 412 
compared to peers.  From our findings, it may be that clinical cognitive assessments serve dual 413 
purposes for both concussion and MSK injury risk management in the athletic setting. 414 
 While most injury prevention research has emphasized anatomical, hormonal, and 415 
biomechanical risk factors, the results of this systematic review suggest that cognition must be 416 
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considered as a contributor to MSK injury risk.  Although the sports medicine field is in the early 417 
stages of identifying specific cognitive risk factors, it does appear that slow cognitive 418 
performance is modifiable through training interventions.  For example, Wilkerson et al36 419 
demonstrated that visuomotor RT performance improved by 28% over the course of a six week 420 
training period utilizing the Dynavision D2 vision training system.  One such training strategy 421 
that may enhance cognitive performance is stroboscopic visual training, in which athletes are 422 
subjected to motor tasks while wearing eyewear that partially obstructs vision by modifying 423 
opaqueness conditions.13  Recent evidence suggests that visual obstruction training may improve 424 
important cognitive skills such as anticipation,32 visual reaction time,37 and visual working 425 
memory.4  In theory, processing visual information faster would allow an athlete adequate time 426 
to initiate an appropriate and protective motor response within the temporal and space constraints 427 
of a dynamic sporting environment, thus leading to maneuvers that do not impart high impact 428 
loads on MSK tissues.33  Novel visual training modalities such as stroboscopic devices may 429 
allow for neuroplastic alterations in the brain that lead to enhanced neuromuscular control and 430 
reduced risk for future MSK injury.13  Other training systems such as FITLIGHT (FITLIGHT 431 
Corp., Miami, FL, USA) and the Senaptec Sensory Station (Senaptec LLC., Beaverton, OR, 432 
USA) offer athletes the ability to improve cognitive attributes such as visuomotor reaction time 433 
and working memory, however, the efficacy of these tools to reduce MSK injury has not yet 434 
been investigated by the current literature.   435 
 436 
Limitations and Future Research Directions 437 
Although the findings of the present systematic review offer novel information pertaining to the 438 
influence of cognition on MSK injury risk, several limitations must be addressed in order to 439 
24 
 
strengthen future investigations.  All of the included cognition-MSK biomechanics studies were 440 
cross-sectional research designs, limiting our understanding of the potential longitudinal changes 441 
in cognitive performance and its relationship to MSK biomechanics.  Preliminary evidence 442 
suggests that training interventions are effective for specific cognitive indices such as visuomotor 443 
reaction time,36 therefore, future studies should consider how high risk MSK loading patterns 444 
change as a result of improved cognitive performance over time.  Although sample sizes within 445 
the included cognition-MSK biomechanics investigations were relatively small, it should be 446 
noted that each study determined cognition to be a significant factor as it relates to lower 447 
extremity MSK biomechanical patterns.1,12,14,22  However, future research should continue to 448 
investigate larger cohorts to improve the generalizability of these preliminary findings.  Given 449 
that the present cognition-MSK biomechanics literature is limited to recreational athletes,1,12,14,22 450 
future studies should consider the analysis of adolescent and competitive collegiate athletes, as 451 
both populations are at relatively high risks for lower extremity MSK injuries.24,29 452 
 While there appears to be clinical utility in examining baseline measures of cognition for 453 
identifying subsequent MSK injury occurrence, the included cognition-MSK injury studies are 454 
not without limitations.  Future research should consider examining sex differences as it relates 455 
to the relationship between cognitive performance and future risk of MSK injury.  Aside from 456 
Faltus et al,9 none of the remaining cognition-MSK injury studies explicitly explored whether 457 
baseline cognition influences future MSK injury in female athletes, even though sex differences 458 
have been noted in previous cognitive performance literature.8  Furthermore, more attention 459 
should be focused towards the adolescent sporting population to examine the relative 460 
contributions of cognition to MSK injury risk.  These findings may assist in the future 461 
development of MSK injury prevention programs that incorporate cognitive assessments and 462 
25 
 
intervention strategies.  Lastly, the varied statistical analyses conducted in the included 463 
cognition-MSK injury studies limited our ability to perform a meta-analysis and obtain a 464 




The results of this systematic review suggest that cognitive performance adversely influences 469 
MSK biomechanics and future MSK injury risk.  Sports medicine personnel should consider 470 
implementing baseline cognitive screenings specific to measures of reaction time and working 471 
memory for identifying athletes at greater risk for MSK injury occurrence.  472 
 473 
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